Bid Results Summary GBC13-26

- **Prosite Builder** – Seems to be a one-person shop; does not address scope of work and offers no timeline.

- **Mainstay Technology** – Poor understanding of project scope; unrealistic proposal and hourly commitment; no experience with higher education; no timeline or description of the team that would work on the project.

- **KIC** – Makes an effort on the responsive design side, but overall design quality is a bit dated and uninteresting; they seem to have already decided how the project is going to run on their terms and do not give a sense of how the needs and user analysis is going to play into the project direction. Does not address timeline or content migration, and has limited experience with higher education.

- **Planetaria** – Proposal shows no solid understanding of GBCC and the project goals; designs are stale. There is no experience with higher education and content migration is to be determined.

- **Mind Over Media** – Says all the right stuff but has mediocre designs with no demonstration of responsive; found broken links and unhandled server errors while browsing their portfolio. Timeline is too far out (12 months) and content migration not included.

- **ServerLogic** – Solid experience with higher ed web site projects using Drupal; design is stronger than others so far but no responsive examples; no timeline included; physical distance and travel requirements would make it nearly impossible to have the type of collaboration we desire. Second most expensive proposal at over.

- **iFactory** – Solid experience with higher ed and Drupal; proposal far exceeds what we’re looking for and some of the Banner integration they suggest may not even be possible due to CCSNH Banner constraints; very high cost as a result and making it the most expensive proposal.

- **PixelMEDIA** – Most customized proposal to GBCC needs and covers everything we asked for in the RFP; Has most appropriate timeline; has experience with higher education and willing to be a partner as well as a service provider; close proximity.

**Awarded Vendor**